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willing and open
to improve the quality of your
relationships. Being open to
improving and healing your relationships increases the likelihood
that you can create long-term
relationships that are healthier
and mutually beneficial. If you're
not willing, then ask yourself 'why
am I resistant to moving forward?'
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Be ready,
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2 o Lookwithin
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and get in

touch with yourseif. Once you
agree to the first requirement,
be open to looking within. This
serves 2 purposes: first, it allows

you to get in-touch with your true
feelings toward the other person
andyourself. It also provides you
with greater insight to how you
may be attracting unloving and
unwanted relationships in to your
life. Get to know "you" by going on
a date with yourself. Spend alone
time. Journal your thoughts about
what you love about you. Begin
to enjoy your own company!
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Be open to giving up the idea
of 'fixing' and'saving' other people.
Do not expect anyone else to change
because you want them to. Ifyou
are carryinga belief of 'I'li be happy
and at peace when (s)he changes',
you are going to wait a very long
time, even a lifetime, for that to
happen. Instead ofwanting other
people to change for you, focus
on YOU and how you can make an
uplifting contribution to all ofyour
relationships. Start by blessing
all of your relationships, past and
present, good or bad. When you
do this, you instantly have a more
positive impact on the world.
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Bewilling to give up
controlling the relationships in
. your life. When you try to control
the relationqhips in your life,
your life seemingly Spins out of
control. Trying to control people
and situations is an emotionally
. exhausting process that wi,ll
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I o Begin to develop more

self-confi dence and healthier
self-esteem. You achieve this by

learning to let go of the past and
cease worrying about the future.

deplete your energies and prevent

you from enjoying conscious,
loving, grown up relationships.
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Be alive now. Accept that you are
unique and one-of-a kind and so is
everyone else. Expeiiencing healthy
relationships is also about realizing
that we are all interconnected to
everyone and everything. Lite and
relationships cannot be played
out to its full beauty and grandeur
without your consent. A11, truly
healthy, grown up relationships,
must contain consenting
adults. From this point forward,
consent to take responsibility
for your life by strengthening
all of your relationships.
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Take responsibility

for

creating positive relationships.
When you begin to acceptrthat
who you attract in to your life is
a reflection of who you believe
you
you can begin to take
-are,
responsibility for all aspects'of your
life, including your relationships.
Get to know the roles you play in all
your relationships. When you accept
responsibility for the health of all
your relation-ships, you can, begin
to positively affect their quality. To
do this requires commitment, and
this is huge! This is about becoming
the type ofperson you want in your
life. This is acknowledging once
and for all that the only person
you can effectively change is you!
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By toking o moture. honest, pro-octive opproach io securing heolthier,
hoppier relotionships, you will begin to notice how oll ospects of your life
are chonging for the better. You'll experience o higher quolity relotionship
wiih those you love os well os with yourself. we ollwont the some thing in
relotionships. By toking the high rood ond mostering ihe z must-dos, you
will give more love ond receive it in return. Now who doesn't wont thot? r
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A.."pt that only you

can

make YOU happy. By accepting
that only you can change your

relationships, you are on the road
to becoming and doing whatever it
takes to make your., relati,onships
work. This.rneans that you gease
to hold others responsible for
your happiness. You also give . .
up trying to change people to
meet your emotional needs.

Jon Satin and chris Pattay are The possibitity coachesrM. They are Master success
and TransformationaI Coaches with expertise in the areas of relationships, tife

cha[[enges & transitions, and entrepreneurship. Going beyond traditionat coaching, Jon and chris have guided hundreds of individuats, couples and business
owners since 2002 to create heatthier retationships and lives. Their guidance
leads clients to develop a new, positive perspective toward relationships & tife
by tearning a new way of thinking and feeting. They provide unique insights
that give clients the capacity to estabtish a powerfuI connection between mind,
body and spirit..lon and chris are authors of the highty acclaimed book: "Living
an Inspired, Empowered and loy-fitted Life: 365 Daity Tips to Get you lherel"
www.Possi bilityCoaches'co
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